
Customer Case Study

The Orvis Company started out in 1856 as a mail order company specializing in hunting and fly-fishing 
gear, expanding to include sportswear for men and women, luggage, home furnishings, and pet       
products. The company also operates fly-fishing and hunting schools, as well as Orvis Adventures, a 
travel service, and their international operations totaled more than $340 million in sales in 2012, with 
1,700 employees in 70 retail stores across 30 states, as well as the UK.

Customer Overview 

Process Needing Improvement

Solution
eSkill was able to deliver exactly what Orvis 
needed. Our integration with Taleo made it 
possible for applicants to access online            
assessments specific to each position via the job 
postings, and their test results are automatically 
entered into their Taleo file. This saves time on 
the front end as well as the back end, since the 
new hires already have the skills needed.  
By using eSkill tests they customized to include 
only the questions relevant to the positions, and 
by adding questions from their customer service 
and call center managers, they were able to find 
the most qualified candidates quickly and easily.

The company’s biggest hiring challenge was 
staffing up for their busiest period, from Labor 
Day through Thanksgiving. Also, they used 
canned tests, but these were not integrated with 
Oracle Taleo Business Edition Cloud Service. 
Tests were sent and processed manually, a 
time-consuming additional step in an already 
complex recruiting process.

Business Challenge

Business Context

   Use relevant assessments in order to weed
   out the people who weren’t a good fit.
   Integrate online assessments with Taleo.
   Simplify the hiring process.
   Reduce time wasted on follow-ups due to
   open loops.
   Decrease the percentage of negative         
   feedback related to test relevancy.

   Set up a more flexible, cost-and time-           
   effective solution to simplify the recruiting 
   process.
   Provide more relevant and customizable tests
   for a better candidate selection.
   Create, manage and send tests directly from
   within Taleo.
   Associate a test with a requisition.
   See test results in real time, directly from
   Taleo.
   Qualified candidates are selected
   automatically and can be sent directly to
   training.

Explore the Integration of eSkill Online Tests with Taleo 

A large contact
center running

24/7

Almost 600
applicants for the
last hiring season

100-150
positions to
fill each year

Only two HR
contact center

recruiters

Use of multiple
tools in the hiring

process
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ORVIS
1 - Create a job post

in Taleo.

2 - Select a CANNED
test from the assessment

provider.

3 - Candidate X
applies for

the job.

4 - MANUALLY send
an email with the test
link to candidate X.

6 - Follow up with the
applicant if the test

deadline was not met.

7 - Determine which
applicants are

qualified, based on
their test results.

8 - Contact the
qualified applicants

for an interview.

5 - Candidate X may or may
not take the test.

The
"Open Loop"

Issue
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              We did demos with maybe six other companies, and eSkill kept coming
to the top,  because of the flexibility, the integration into our Taleo application
process, and then being able to use it in other areas of the company. Before,
we had so many open loops that we couldn’t close because they were out of our
control. Now, after integrating our Taleo system with eSkill, we’re able to move
into the process immediately and we have scores in hand. It’s a 100%
improvement in the time reduction.

Wanda Hatchett
Contact Center Scheduling Coordinator/Recruiter

The Orvis Company, Inc.

Integration Overview

From pre-employment testing to skills gap testing, eSkill’s services are easy-to-use, low-risk, and 
feature competitive pricing plans so any company can assess as many prospects — and present
employees — as needed.

From primary work skills to high-level software, eSkill’s bank of 100% customizable, easy-to-create 
tests offers the largest selection of professional subjects available. Clients are even able to add their own 
content to quickly and efficiently identify the best talent.

Learn more at www.eSkill.com

The quality of hire has improved so much that 
Orvis was able to place some new hires in 
leadership positions immediately. After a 
successful season in call center staffing, they 
look forward to extending their use of eSkill 
assessments to cover more staff areas.

The Orvis Company

     A more efficient hiring process
     Canned test replaced by customized tests that
     focus only on the required skills  
     Streamlined recruiting process managed
     through Taleo
     Better quality hires

Results 

About eSkill

Time-to-hire
cut by
50%

Closed the
open loop in

the hiring
process

Increased
quality
of hire

Saving extra
work in the
recruiting &

training
phases

100%
positive

feedback from
managers & job

applicants

Eliminated
the time
spent on

follow-ups

Benefits

eSkill and Oracle Taleo Business Edition Cloud
Service Integration

Customer Success Story


